
• We consider 4d Maxwell theory in the situation where going around 
nontrivial paths in the spacetime involves EM duality transformation

ØWe found

ØThe interpretation is twofold: one is by the 5d bulk SPT
(top. BdC theory) phase characterizing the anomaly, and 
the other is by the properties of a 6d SCFT (E-string theory) 

ØOur result reproduces, as a special case, the known anomaly of the all-
fermion electrodynamics discovered in the last few years
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We consider the 3+1 dimensional Maxwell theory in the situation where going around nontrivial paths in
the spacetime involves the action of the duality transformation exchanging the electric field and the magnetic
field and its SL(2,Z) generalizations. We find that the anomaly of this system in a particular formulation is
56 times that of a Weyl fermion. This result is derived in two independent ways: one is by using the bulk SPT
phase in 4+1 dimensions characterizing the anomaly, and the other is by considering the properties of a 5+1
dimensional superconformal field theory known as the E-string theory. This anomaly of the Maxwell theory
plays an important role in the consistency of string theory.

INTRODUCTION
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E(x+ L, y, z) = B(x, y, z) (8)

B(x+ L, y, z) = �E(x, y, z) (9)

Every physicist knows that the electromagnetic field is de-
scribed classically by the Maxwell equation, and that it is
invariant under the electromagnetic duality S : (E,B) 7!
(B,�E). The properties of the electromagnetic duality in the

quantum theory might not be as well known to physicists in
general, and in fact are not very well understood in the litera-
ture. This is particularly true when going around a nontrivial
path in the spacetime results in a duality transformation.1 In
this letter, we uncover a feature of the Maxwell theory and
its duality symmetry in such a situation, namely that it has a
quantum anomaly.

We recall that a quantum theory in d+1 dimensions with a
symmetry group G can have a quantum anomaly, in the sense
that its partition function has a controllable phase ambigu-
ity. Our modern understanding is that such a theory is better
thought of as living on the boundary of a symmetry protected
topological phase (SPT phase) in the (d+1)+ 1 dimensional
bulk. It was noticed in the last few years in [8–12] that a ver-
sion of the Maxwell theory, often called the all-fermion elec-
trodynamics, where all particles of odd charge are fermions,
has a global gravitational anomaly and lives on the boundary
of a certain bulk SPT phase. As we will see, this result is a
special case of the anomaly and the corresponding bulk SPT
phase we find for the duality symmetry.

We study the anomaly and the bulk SPT phase by imitat-
ing the relationship between the 1 + 1d chiral boson and the
2 + 1d U(1)1 Chern-Simons theory and its generalization to
(4n+1)+ 1d self-dual form field and the (4n+2)+ 1d bulk
theory, studied e.g. in [13–19]. The essential point is that the
3 + 1d Maxwell theory with a nontrivial background for its
duality symmetry is a self-dual field, and we can utilize the

1 One example is a periodic boundary condition twisted by duality: E(x +
L, y, z) = B(x, y, z) and B(x + L, y, z) = �E(x, y, z). This partic-
ular setup was studied by O. Ganor and his collaborators [1–4], but what
happens in a more general situation remains unanswered, to the authors’
knowledge. There is also a series of interesting papers on the flux sectors
of the Maxwell theory by G. W. Moore and his collaborators [5–7], which
are related to the inherent self-dual nature of the Maxwell theory.
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Anomaly of EM duality of Maxwell = 56 times that of a chiral fermion 


